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In what is painfully obvious, real deliverable Canadian Gold, is

shredding KRIMEX Paper, witness above and see the Green Line, the
Royal Canadian Mint Gold Inventory Reserve ( ETR ), pull away from
the KRIMEX Paper, even after adjustment for Canadian Currency
exchange.   With the requisite wad of ETR's you call up RCM at 220
Sussex Ave, and arrange for your Brinks truck to pull up in 30 days,
and load your gold.  No substitution, no  rollovers.  PHYZ  Gold, in
your truck.  Krimex paper 1292.  PHYZ Gold PRICELESS !!

As GBFL football goes, it looks like our backs are near our 20
Yd Line again.  In that genre I expect the next month as a new
possession, and I expect if we don't get a First Down here on this
next series of downs, it will be until June 15 until we go on Offense
again.  Last years rally off Canada Day/July 4 failed to ignite the
entire load of combustible materials into firestorm but it did raise the
temperature enuf that a lot of stocks heated up and moved up.
Interesting the REAL GOLD never looked back, while the KRIMEX
Paper fraud wobbled, and the GDX sagged, and yet exploded from
Dec. to Mar. 2014, leading me to think there is a lot under this,
smoldering, waiting the right conditions to light into flames.    Going back to the metaphor of the Gold Bug 
Football League (GBFL), I figure we just got possession back and can try to mount some offense.  Lacking a 
First Down on this series, I think the next shot at a score begins about June 15, right into the Autumn.  I 
cannot tell if this year will play like 2013's game unfolded.      Visit our blog, See the Score of this game & A 
Special Offer ending Memorial Day, appearing only or the Blog or SUBSCRIBE 2 PEAK PICKS HERE.
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